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Largest collection of decorated artifacts, all in line; prehistoric, Egyptian, Islamic, Baroque,

Victorian, other areas, times. 3,700 illustrations.

"I am 77 so I have substituted a terrific black pant from L L Bean. This pant also comes in a

blue called raw indigo but looks like slate blue. I have at least 5 tops to match them. The book

has given me much needed lift of spirit." -J Miller"I love the concept of this book! I wear a T-

shirt and jeans "uniform" almost everyday, but I often feel underdressed or just bored with my

clothes. This book gave me very simple, but great ways to dress up my T-shirt and jeans. I've

already done a few of the ideas and have gotten some compliments. One day I wore a scarf

and another day I wore a long necklace and a cuff bracelet and I felt more put together. So

easy!" -Angela --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorSuze

Solari is a Fashion writer & Professional Stylist with over 25 years Design experience. She

practiced Retail design, and Corporate space planning & Design in Hong Kong, Singapore, her

home of Portland Oregon, and here in Chicago.Suze Solari is known for helping clients achieve

their own personal style and maximize their wardrobe investment, by mixing and matching

existing pieces in new ways. Suze is an award winning fashion writer for the Wed.

Journal oakpark.com and new author of the ebook: The T-Shirt & Jeans Handbook, Stylish

Upgrades for your Daily UniformSuze has clients all over Chicagoland, L.A., Atlanta & Boston.

Her philosophy is that your wardrobe should be in harmony with your lifestyle, you should feel

confidence and joy getting dressed every day. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.
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Ellell Bee, “I felt myself very lucky!. I got this book, that's why! This little tome has plate after

plate of various decorations and embellishments, made to persons, architecture, glass, pottery.

My only quibble is that they are immaculately sourced, but not described.The illos are all

copyright free. Be prepared to enlarge as you copy, though; some of the details are way wee

bitty.”

Crafty, “Exactly what it says it is. Exactly what it says it is. It gives a great overview of the

different historical styles of ornament.  More a survey than anything in depth.”

Alex Gonzalez, “Excellent condition. The book came in excellent condition”

Harley Gray, “Great!. Very nice.”

Frederick D Johnson, “Five Stars. Excellent product”

John M Eddy, “Five Stars. Loved it!”

Tod, “Don't Forget to Have Fun!. I have had this book in my reference/design library for nearly

40 years and it has never let me down. Whether I wanted to find tiny elements or sweeping

gestures to help push a design foreword, I've always found the inspiration I hoped for. In



addition, it's just plain fun to browse through!About a zillion fantastic drawings make me think

about the early archaeologists recording sights unimaginable to share with the rest of their

world. Stone arches, iron gateways, tapestries, stained glass, furniture, it's all represented

here.I highly recomment adding this collection to your collection ASAP!Don't forget to have fun!

- Tod”

Cliente Ebook Tops, “speltz. grande caposaldo per architetti e disegnatori. testo indispensabile

per vedere e copiare tutti i stili. fantastico libro direi irrinunciabile ormai da tanti anni”

Roberto Imparato, “La bibbia degli scenografi. Ho comprato questo libro per un amico

scenografo. E' una vera e propria bibbia con tutti gli stili architettonici dalla preistoria in poi.”

JAY PATEL, “Five Stars. AMAZING BOOK - even after 110 years of first publication”

The book by Alexander Speltz has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 23 people have provided feedback.
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